
 

In Response to Recent Displacements 

QRCS Medical, Winterization Aid for Displaced 

Families on Syria-Turkey Borders 

February 10
th

, 2016 ― Doha: Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS) has initiated 

an immediate humanitarian intervention at a cost of $100,000 (QR 365,000) to 

respond to the displacement wave in northern Aleppo countryside as the Syrian 

conflict is alarmingly escalating, making life there impossible and pushing 

thousands of civilians towards Bab Al-Salam border crossing on the Turkey-Syria 

borders. 

Since day one, QRCS prepared an emergency intervention plan to contribute 

medical and relief aid, deploying its medics and field teams to meet the vital needs 

of the displaced families on the ground. 

Accordingly, a full-fledged mobile emergency clinic was set up in southern Aleppo 

countryside. Working 24/7 to provide medications and primacy health care, the 

clinic is moving around the locations of the poorest IDPs to cover as many 

beneficiaries as possible. 

The clinic's first mission was in Bab Al-Salama, where the doctors, nurses, and 

medics treated 15 children, five older people with chronic diseases, and five 

routine cases. 

At the same time, QRCS personnel distributed winterization aid at the Al-Nour 

Camp to 200 families from Kashta'ar and Al-Bab towns. A total of 600 mattresses 

and 1,200 blankets were distributed, with each family receiving three mattresses 

and six blankets. These provisions will help protect the vulnerable families against 

the cold, give them some relief, and reduce the deaths caused by bad weather 

conditions. 

The United Nations warned that the excessive flow of Syrians towards the northern 

part of the country will steadily pressure the IDP camps, which are inadequate to 

receive more newcomers, as thousands of civilians are flowing from across Aleppo 

Governorate. 



 

According to the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 

eight unplanned camps on the Syrian side of the borderline have reached their 

maximum capacity, while reports say there are more than 30,000 IDPs over the 

past few days. 

QRCS has already conducted humanitarian interventions in several Syrian cities 

and towns suffering critical conditions. In the beleaguered Moadamiya and 

Madaya, Damascus outskirts, $71,000 food aid was distributed, including rice, 

bulgur, lentils, sugar, ghee, tea, vegetable oil, and infant formula. 

Also, medical assistance worth $70,000 was provided for the hospitals and medics 

helping the injured in Douma and Al-Zabadani, Rif Dimashq Governorate, 

including medical supplies, ambulance vehicles, a power generator, fuel, and blood 

bags. 

##End## 

About Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS) 

Established in 1978, Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS) is a humanitarian charitable 

organization that aims to assist and empower vulnerable individuals and communities without 

partiality or discrimination. 

QRCS is a member of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, which consists 

of the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent (IFRC) in Geneva, the 

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), and 190 National Societies. QRCS is also a 

member of several Gulf, Arab, and Islamic assemblies, such as: the Islamic Committee of 

International Crescent and the Secretariat-General of the Arab Organization of Red Crescent and 

Red Cross. In this legally recognized capacity, QRCS has access to disaster and conflict zones, 

thus serving as an auxiliary to the State of Qatar in its humanitarian efforts, a role that 

distinguishes it from other local charitable or philanthropic organizations. 

QRCS operates both locally and internationally and has ongoing international relief and 

development projects in a number of countries throughout the Middle East, Asia, Africa, and 

Europe. QRCS's humanitarian actions include providing support in disaster preparedness, 

disaster response, risk reduction, and disaster recovery. To mitigate the impact of disasters and 

improve the livelihoods of affected populations, QRCS provides medical services, healthcare, 

and social development to local communities. It is also active at the humanitarian advocacy 

front. With the help of a vast network of trained, committed staff and volunteers, QRCS aspires 

to improve the lives of vulnerable people by mobilizing the power of humanity. As a reflection 

of its long-standing accomplishments and credibility, QRCS's Chairman, Dr. Mohammed Al-

Maadheed, is former Vice-President of the IFRC. 



 

Qatar Red Crescent works under the umbrella of the seven international humanitarian principles: 

Humanity, impartiality, neutrality, independence, voluntary service, unity, and universality. 

For more information about Qatar Red Crescent, please contact Mr. Fareed Adnan, Head of 

Media Affairs, Communication Department, Tel.: +974 5583 7338, email: fareed@qrcs.org.qa. 

Or you can visit our website: www.qrcs.org.qa, or like and follow our social media pages: 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/QatarRedCrescent 

Twitter/ Instgram: @QRCS 

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/qatar-red-crescent 


